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Davenport Gap to Max Patch
Appalachian Trail Section Hike
Education / Training / Activity

 
Experience Level: No Experience Req
Exertion Level / Difficulty: Easy / Moderate
THIS IS AN INTRODUCTORY Appalachian Trail 
Hiking Course with classes and practical experience.
 
Scope/Purpose:  Educate, train, a
guidance during preparation and execution 
of a two-day group trail hike on a section of 
the Appalachian Trail (AT).  Davenport Gap
(I-40 Exit 451) to Max Patch is 
approximately 14.1 miles. Night one we 
overnight at/near Groundhog Creek Shelter
approximately 7.7 miles in. Afternoon of 
day two we will arrive and summit Max 
Patch for incredible views. 
 
Cost: $349 per person.  
 
Timeline/Duration: This training shall take 
part in two segments, with approximately
to 6 weeks in between. The first segment is
“class day” that outlines and describes 
equipment and gear why’s, how’s
specific uses. This segment will last 5
+/-. Students should expect plenty of 
“homework” in order to further 
research/purchase/prepare equipment, break 
in new boots, continue physical readiness, 
and practice/use/prep gear, etc.
segment is the actual hike and overnight
 
Instructor: Career (Ret) US Navy SEAL 
with AT section experience and wilderness 
survival and emergency medical 
  
Note: In between segments one and two, i
is imperative that members use 
time to overnight (location of choice)
than two times using only the gear they have 
in their packs. Additionally, physical 
readiness to hike and keep moderate group
pace is essential. These requirements
contribute to group success.  
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